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Why bush kinder?

At Bittern Preschool we are passionate about the importance of outside and nature play in a 
Childs learning and development. Children are natural learners, and bush kinder will aide your 
child in this learning. Bush kinder provides your child the opportunity to play and learn in a natural 
space using the materials provided by nature.


Your child will have the opportunity climb trees, balance on broken branches, discover the birds 
and plants that interest them, play in the rain and the mud and explore their understanding of the 
natural world around them.


Bush kinder will be held at a space connected to Bittern Primary school. Not only will your child 
have the natural space to explore and learn, they will at times have the opportunity to utilise the 
schools library and the Perceptual Motor Program (PMP) room. Both of these provide extended 
learning opportunities for your child.


Studies have shown that children who are exposed to play outside in natural environments have: 

• Increased confidence, motivation and concentration.

• Increased social, physical and language skills.

• Deeper conceptual understandings and respect for the natural environment.

• Increased social and imaginative play.

• More varied risk-taking behaviours and positive dispositions towards risk and challenge. 

Location


Bush kinder will be held at a bushland connected to Bittern Primary School, Portsmouth Road, 
Bittern, we will walk from the kindergarten to the Bush Kinder location. Please see copy of 
Attachment 1 at the end of this booklet


Session Times

Your Childs kindergarten sessions will still run for the same times, Green group will run each 
fortnightly Monday from 8am - 1:30pm, and Blue group will run the opposite fortnight to green 
group, on a Wednesday from 8am - 12:00pm.




Sessions may be cancelled ahead of time, at short notice or during a session, in the following 
circumstances: 


• Extreme weather

• Staff absence 

• Sudden extreme weather 

• Emergency evacuation


In these circumstances you will be notified via an announcement on story park. In the event the 
Bush Kinder session is cancelled, a normal Kinder session will continue at Bittern Preschool as 
normal.


Session Overview

The morning of your child’s Bush Kinder session you will drop your child off at kinder as normal, 
as always its of the upmost importance that you sign your child into the attendance book in the 
foyer of the kinder.

Once all of the children have been signed in the will gather for small talk with their teachers to 
discuss and refresh the safety limits of Bush Kinder. Your child’s teacher will remind all the 
children to go to the toilet and to apply sunscreen to themselves. 

Everyone will leave at approximately 8:45am to arrive at the Bush Kinder site just after 9.

The group will stay at Bush Kinder for 2 hours, during this time they have will have the opportunity 
to explore the natural environment as well as have a snack.

At 11am the group will be ready to walk back to Bittern Kindergarten and continue their 
Kindergarten session until their pick up time.


Teachers

Staff in attendance of Bush Kinder will be Nick Peyton (Green group), Jacinta McGill (Blue group), 
Katie Kunne, Caroline Tearle and Annelise Calderwood. All of whom are are very excited about our 
Bush Kinder program. We place the highest importance on your Childs safety and to assist in this 
we ensure that the ratio is 7:1 for our Bush Kinder sessions. We invite any parent/family helpers to 
come along for the session, this will aide teachers in ensuring your Childs safety.


Clothing

To keep your child comfortable and safe it is important to follow the guidelines of our clothing 
policy. This includes making sure your child is wearing closed toe shoes, preferably ones that your 
child will be able to run around and climb trees whilst wearing. Gumboots are not preferred, 
especially in the dry weather. 



They will need to wearing clothes that cover them from the weather elements including rain, and 
hot weather.

Bittern Preschool will provide your child with a hat for the Bush Kinder session, as well as 
protective overalls in wet weather conditions. 

 
All children will be provided with a high vision vest with the Bittern Preschool logo, to be worn 
over their clothes. This helps to clearly identify them too belonging to the kindergarten and to be 
seen by supervising adults.


Parent volunteers

We ask for at least one parent volunteer for each Bush Kinder session. As per our volunteer policy, 
we request that you bring your Working With Children Check card, and give a photocopy to the 
teacher in charge. We ask that you wear a high visibility vest with the preschools logo on it, this’ll 
be provided to you by the kinder, you will also need to provide your own and wear a sun hat, as 
per our sun protection policy.


At Bittern Preschool we are understanding that many families have younger children, these 
younger siblings are allowed to attend the Bush Kinder session, however they remain the 
responsibility of the parent volunteer.

 
Whenever you attend a Bush Kinder session we require you to sign in the visitor book and the 
sign out at the end, this applies to any siblings or younger children who may be attending with 
you.


Attendance 

We ask that parents use their own judgement in assessing if their child should or should not 
attend Bush Kinder. 


Your child should not be attending Bush Kinder if they are unwell, excessively tired or if a 
parent/guardian is concerned about their child’s wellbeing due to the weather and 
conditions. 

If your child will not be attending a Bush Kinder session we ask that you either call or text the 
Kindergarten phone on 0407 622 325, prior to the session. The teachers will be carrying this 
phone with them, so we advise you program that number into your phone if the situation arrises 
that the teachers need to get in contact with, or you need to get into contact with the teachers 
during the session. 




Fees

There is no extra cost for your child to be involved in the Bush Kinder program. It is covered in 
your child’s yearly fees.


Medications and medical conditions

Parents/Guardians of children who have asthma or allergies or other medical conditions, must 
discuss their child’s emergency management plan with their child’s teacher before the 
commencement of Bush Kinder.

Staff will ensure that they take each child’s action plan and medication with them to each bush 
kinder session.  
It is required that teachers carry a full first aid kit, as well as an EpiPen, and a Ventolin puffer.


What else to bring

Each child will take their backpack to the Bush Kinder site, in your child’s bag you need to ensure 
the following are packed:

• Spare top and bottoms, ensuring they are weather appropriate

• Underwear, singlet in winter.

• Socks

• Lightweight water proof jacket

• Water bottle

• Lunch box

• A spare pair of shoes. 


Policies

The policies linked to Bush Kinder are as follows:

• Bush Kinder Policy

• Sun Protection Policy

• Volunteer Policy

• Clothing Policy

• Administration of Medication Policy

• Excursion and Centre Event Policy


A copy of all these policies can be found in the policy folder in the foyer of the kinder.




Emergency Evacuation 

In the case of an emergency evacuation, the teacher will follow Bittern Primary School’s 
evacuation plan, Attachment 1.


The reasons for relocating include, but are not limited to:

• Fire/bushfire

• Missing child

• Aggressive dog off lead

• Other animal intruders

• Uninvited person threatening and/or causing nuisance or unease for staff and participants

• Natural events such as extreme weather, floods, severe winds or thunderstorms

• Medical emergency or accident


It is important to note that POLICE and FIRE BRIGADE personnel outrank all event management 
in any emergency procedure and Bush Kinder participants would follow the directions of such 
emergency services.


In the event of an emergency evacuation all parents/guardians will be notified via an 
announcement on StoryPark.


It is highly unlikely that any of the identified risks or events will eventuate, however it is our 
responsibility to ensure that the appropriate policies and procedures are in place in the 
unlikely event that it may occur. 

Authorisation for bush kinder

To participate in Bush Kinder parents/guardians must complete a “Routine Excursion Form.”  This 
form will be distributed by the teachers and must be returned to the kindergarten prior to the end 
of term 1. Please see Attachment 2 for a copy of this form.




Attachment 1 - Evacuation Plan














Attachment 2- Bush Kinder Consent form


Bittern Preschool Bush Kinder Permission Form 2022


Name and address of preschool: 

Bittern Preschool

31 Sudholz Street, Bittern, VIC 3918 


Title of regular outing: Bush and Beach Kinder Program


This form will be used as written authority to take children off the preschool premises to attend 
the Bush and Beach Kinder program once a fortnight for term 2, 3 and 4 (except on days where 
the program may not run due to unforeseen circumstances such as extreme weather, in which 
case parents will be notified as early as possible).


Educational purpose of the program: 
At Bittern Preschool we are passionate about the importance of outside and nature play in a 
Childs learning and development. Children are natural learners, and bush kinder will aide your 
child in this learning. Bush kinder provides your child the opportunity to play and learn in a natural 
space using the materials provided by nature. 

Details of supervising staff:  
Nicholas Peyton	 – Teacher in charge for Green group 
Jacinta McGill		 – Teacher in charge for Blue group 
Katie Kunne 	 	 – Educator 
Caroline Tearle 	 - Educator  

Costs:  

There is no extra cost for this program outside of the regular kinder fees. However, for the safety 
and comfort of children, we request that parents please purchase a waterproof raincoat for 
children to wear.


Name and contact details of the preschool emergency contact:  

Nicholas Peyton	 - Green Group - 0407 622 325

Jacinta McGill 	 - Blue Group 	 - 0407 622 325


Departure and Return Details: 

Departure details:

Green Group - Friday fortnightly 8:30am, children will leave from Bittern Preschool and walk to 
Bittern Primary School. 
Blue Group - Monday fortnightly 8:30am, children will leave from Bittern Preschool and walk to 
Bittern Primary School.




Return details:

Green Group - Friday fortnightly 11:00am, children will leave from Bittern Primary School and walk 
back to Bittern Preschool.

Blue Group - Monday fortnightly 11:00am, children will leave from Bittern Primary School and 
walk back to Bittern Preschool.


Children will be away from the service for a total of 2 hours and 30 minutes.


Travel arrangements:  
Children will walk to and from the preschool and bush kinder site. It is a short walk on flat terrain 
using footpaths. We will spend time during kinder sessions discussing with the children about 
road safety and the rules around walking in the group.


Location details: 
The chosen location is the bushland connected to Bittern Primary School. This site was chosen 
because of the extensive natural learning experiences that can be had in the bushland. It is an 
achievable distance for the children to walk to comfortably.

There are restrooms available for the children to use at Bittern Primary school, children will be 
encouraged to use the bathroom before leaving each location,

The nearest road and car parking is located next to Bittern Primary School on Creswell rd.


Activities within this program present the potential for students to sustain physical injury.  A risk 
management plan for this program has been developed by staff and is available for parents to 
review on request.


The anticipated number of children attending the regular outings are 22

The number of staff members attending the regular outings are 3

The anticipated ratio of educators to children attending the regular outings is 7:1


If you would like to help out as a parent volunteer, please speak to your child’s teacher- we 
welcome your assistance.


Parent/Carer consent


I have read all of the above information provided by the Bittern Preschool in relation to the Bush 
and Beach Kinder Program, including any attached material.


I give permission for my daughter/son_______________________________________ (full name) to 
attend. 


Parent/carer:	 _______________________________________ (full name) 


_______________________________________  (signature) ____________ (date)


In case of emergency I can be contacted on: 
________________________________________________
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